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ABSTRACT
Pressure coefficients corresponding to peak uplift on low-tilted solar panels mounted on flat-roofed
buildings were determined based on boundary layer wind tunnel testing. The solar panels were
arranged in arrays of 8 panels by 12 rows. A total of 9 array positions on a total of 11 buildings of
different sizes with sharp roof edges were studied. The testing was conducted on a geometrical scale
of 1:100 with parts of the testing being repeated at a larger scale of 1:50. Significant effects of array
location on the roof, row and panel position within the array, tributary area and building size on peak
negative pressure coefficients were found. A refined method for plotting pressure coefficients over
normalized tributary area is proposed. In addition, it is shown that at a model scale of 1:50 peak
negative pressure coefficients are higher for all array positions and building sizes. This finding may
partly be associated with the effects of additional high-frequency turbulence which is not present at
the smaller 1:100 scale.
INTRODUCTION
Wind loads on solar panel arrays mounted on flat or sloped roofs have been the subject of many
experimental studies. Full-scale studies are rare with some notable exceptions (Geurts and
Steenbergen, 2009 [1]; Moravej et al., 2015 [2]). The most common tool for evaluation of wind loads
on solar panels is the atmospheric boundary layer wind tunnel. Some of the recent wind tunnel
research focused on wind loads and on pressure equalization for roof-parallel panels (Wood et al.,
2001 [3]; Stenabaugh et al., 2011 [4]; Erwin et al., 2011 [5]; Ginger et al., 2011 [6]; Geurts and
Blackmore, 2013 [8]; Oh and Kopp, 2014a [9]; Oh and Kopp, 2014b [10]; Oh and Kopp, 2015 [11];
Stenabaugh et al., 2015 [12]; Kray, 2015 [13]; Stenabaugh and Kopp, 2015 [14]). However, most of
the research focused on wind loads on tilted solar panels mounted on flat roofs such as the pioneering
studies of Radu et al. (1986) [15] and Radu and Axinte (1989) [16] in the late eighties.
More recent research has been concerned about quantifying parameters relevant to the wind loading of
such structures. Wind tunnel results by Saha et al. (2011) [17] pointed out the effects of panel location
and tilt angle on wind force coefficients. Kopp et al. (2012) [18] identified aerodynamic mechanisms
relevant to the maximum wind loading on tilted, roof-mounted solar arrays. In particular, array
generated turbulence, pressure equalization, the presence of the building and the setback of the array

from the roof edge were found to be causing the aerodynamic loads. Mostly northern cornering winds
were critical to the solar panels. However, wall normal wind directions result in critical loads on
panels within the separation bubble (Pratt and Kopp, 2013) [19]). Banks (2013) [20] highlighted the
importance of the corner vortices in causing the peak uplift on solar panels. Moreover, it was found
that common parapet heights increased wind loads compared to sharp-edged roofs. Larger aspect ratio
buildings were observed to increase wind loads on solar panels compared to smaller ones. Browne et
al. (2013) [21] studied the effect of parapets on tilted roof-top solar arrays in more detail and found
higher parapets to increase wind loads on the array. Furthermore, location of panels on the roof,
within the array and array geometry itself were significant parameters affecting solar panel wind
loads.
Cao et al. (2013) [22] considered design parameters including tilt angle and distance between arrays in
their wind tunnel study and found the increase of both to be causing increasing negative module
forces. However, the study did not reveal any significant effects of building depth and parapet height
on negative module forces. Peak negative module force coefficients were higher than the
recommendation values in the Japanese “Design Guide on Structures for Photovoltaic Arrays”, JIS C
8955 (2011) [23]. Stathopoulos et al. (2014) [24] recommended simplified provisions for the design of
solar panels on roof or on ground to be included in ASCE 7. These provisions were based on wind
tunnel testing of stand-alone panel surfaces attached to flat building roofs of different heights. Cao et
al. (2015) [25] provided a similar design recommendation for roof-mounted solar arrays. Warsido et
al. (2014) [26] studied the effects of lateral and longitudinal spacing between panels on the wind
loading of roof and ground mounted arrays. For larger array setback from the roof edge, wind load
coefficients on the roof mounted array were found to decrease.
Based on a paper by Geurts et al. (2005) [27] wind loads on tilted, roof-mounted PV arrays were
included in some European standards, such as the Dutch pre-standard NVN 7250 [28], BRE digest
489 [29] and ÖNORM B 1991-1-4:2013-05-01 [30]. In 2014, Geurts and van Bentum introduced a
novel guideline for wind loads on solar energy systems [31], NEN 7250:2014 [32]. This Dutch
standard contains net pressure coefficients for the design of roof-parallel or tilted solar collectors on
flat and pitched roofs with roof angles up to 75°.
In 2012, the Australian/ New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 1170.2 (2012) [33] was amended by the
introduction of provisions for wind loads on roof-parallel solar panels which were based on a study of
Ginger et al. (2011) [6]. The overall results from that study were described by Leitch et al. (2016) [7].
Wind load calculation methods and wind tunnel testing procedures for low-profile photovoltaic
racking systems were codified in the SEAOC PV2-2012 report (SEAOC, 2012 [34]), the guideline
developed by the Structural Engineers Association of California. It is largely based on work by Kopp
et al. (2012) [18], Kopp (2014) [35] and Kopp and Banks (2013) [36]. One important aspect of the
SEAOC PV2-2012 report is that peak pressure coefficients on roof mounted solar panels do not only
scale with tributary area, but also with building size. The scaling with tributary area normalized by
building size is assumed to be independent of array position on the roof. Moreover, roofs are divided
into zones whose sizes depend on building dimensions with the building height being the dominant
parameter. As this is a simplified and essentially conservative procedure, the present study aims at
refining and improving this methodology based on a solar panel array tilted at 5deg which is studied
in 9 roof positions for a total of 11 buildings of different sizes in the large I.F.I. boundary layer wind
tunnel.
Another recent discussion focuses on the effects of high-frequency turbulence on wind loads of roofand ground-mounted solar panels (Aly and Bitsuamlak, 2013 [37]; Banks, 2011 [38]; Banks et al.,
2015 [39]) due to model scales which are in some cases larger by up to a factor of ten than the scale of

the flow simulation in the atmospheric boundary layer wind tunnel. Generally, the increased spectral
content of the test flow at high frequencies is expected to increase peak pressures compared to a
correctly scaled flow simulation. As pointed out by Tieleman and Akins (1996) [40], Tieleman et al.
(1996 [41], 1997 [42]) and Tieleman (2003) [43] in a series of papers, flow modelling criteria at large
geometrical scales of around 1:50 can be relaxed if one is interested in peak pressures. Wind tunnel
simulation of the atmospheric surface-layer flow lacks the capability of duplicating the large- and
small-scale eddies at the same dimensionless frequencies. Therefore, concentrating on the duplication
of the horizontal turbulence intensities and the small-scale turbulence parameter at those heights
where the wind loads are being measured on the model can attain the best wind tunnel simulation of
the peak pressures. Furthermore, exaggeration of the small-scale turbulence tends to give better
agreement with full-scale measurements, especially in high suction areas on flat roofs under the
influence of the corner (delta wing) vortices (Tieleman et al., 1996 [41]). This may be partly attributed
to the fact that at large geometrical scales a better match of the Reynolds number is achieved (Cheung
et al., 1997 [44]).
However, if peak pressures are normalized by using a mean dynamic pressure as it is common
practice in wind engineering, the ratio of 3-second gust pressure to mean dynamic pressure becomes
smaller for large model scales subjected to high-frequency spectral densities much higher than the
target, a correctly scaled boundary layer flow (Richards et al., 2007 [45]). Thus conversion of pressure
coefficients from one wind speed reference duration to another using a gust factor is known to
produce an un-conservative error, i.e. the calculated pressure coefficients which refer to a 3-second
gust duration are too low at large model scales. Therefore, the present study also focuses on
comparing code-compliant peak negative pressure coefficients determined based on testing at a more
traditional geometrical scale of 1:100 with results from a model scale of 1:50. As will be illustrated in
the results and discussion section, the conservative error of increased high-frequency turbulence at a
scale of 1:50 compensates for the use of a (non-conservative) gust factor for all array locations on the
roofs and building sizes. As the focus of the present paper is the design of ballasted rooftop solar
arrays, downward-acting loads are not addressed.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Wind tunnel set-up
The wind tunnel tests were conducted in the large I.F.I. boundary layer wind tunnel in Aachen,
Germany. The flow is generated by 6 axial fans. The wind tunnel has a cross section of 2.7 m x 1.6 m
and the test model was placed at 10 m downstream of an assembly consisting of flow-straighteners,
turbulence screens, Counihan-turbulence generators and a barrier wall. The tunnel floor was covered
with rough materials, which can be exchanged depending on the boundary layer wind profile that has
to be simulated. For the present study, upwind terrain with a power law exponent of 0.14 was
simulated. FIGURE 1(a) shows the mean wind velocity profile. FIGURE 1(b) shows the profile of the
streamwise turbulence intensity along with equation (C2-6) of ASCE 49-12 [46]. FIGURE 1(c) and
(d) show the streamwise wind spectrum measured with a hot-film probe in the wind tunnel incident
flow, along with spectra specified in the relevant literature (Kaimal et al.,1972 [47]; Simiu and
Scanlan [48], 1985; Olesen et al. [49], 1984; Tieleman, 1995 [50]) at heights of z = 100 mm and
z = 200 mm above the tunnel floor. The scale of the flow simulation was calculated to be about 1:200
in the height range up to z = 200 mm by using the method of Cook (1978) [51], but becomes smaller
for larger heights above the tunnel floor. The agreement between the measured and target spectra is
better at the 1:100 geometrical scale compared to the 1:50 scale.

FIGURE 1 - (a) Mean wind velocity profile; (b) streamwise turbulence intensity profile; (c) spectrum of the streamwise
velocitiy fluctuations at z = 100 mm; and (d) spectrum of the streamwise velocitiy fluctuations at z = 200 mm compared
with data from Kaimal et al. (1972) [47], Simiu and Scanlan (1985) [48], Olesen et al. (1984) [49] and Tieleman (1995)
[50].

The modules of the solar arrays tested in the present study were arranged in landscape orientation and
were tilted south at 5°. Full details of the modeling cannot be given in the present paper, as the wind
tunnel study was partly proprietary. FIGURE 2 provides the geometric details of the solar roof mount
system that can be revealed. System dimensions and relevant venting gaps were reproduced to correct
scale in the wind tunnel models as far as possible. At the 1:100 scale the module thickness had to be
increased, but roof clearance was matched. As depicted in FIGURE 2, gaps between modules were not
modeled over the full length. In the wind tunnel scale models solar panels were arranged on a flat roof
in a configuration of eight modules per row and twelve rows behind one another. Six rows were fitted
with 248 pressure taps on the upper and lower surfaces of the modules. The other rows were designed
as dummies without any pressure taps. The positions of pressure tapped rows and dummy rows were
interchanged in the testing.

FIGURE 2 - Drawing showing the pressure tap layout of the
instrumented rows alongside the most important geometric
dimensions of the test array. In these tests, lc ~ 1.0 m,
hl ~ 0.15 m, hu ~ 0.25 m, wm ~ 2.0 m, s ~ 1.3 m, wa ~ 16.5 m, la
~ 15.5 m. Locations of instrumented and dummy rows were
interchanged in the testing.

The representative 8x12 solar arrays studied in
the wind tunnel test were placed at an offset
distance of a = 1.0 m from the roof edges in
positions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8 as depicted in
FIGURE 3. A total of 9 different array
locations on the roofs were studied. The
instrumented array was placed in each of these
locations for a separate test. The main axes of
the arrays were parallel to the roof edges in all
studied positions. All array locations were
chosen such that the north and east array
edges were aligned with the symmetry lines
on either the 34.1 m x 34.1 m, 60 m x 60 m or
120 m x 120 m roof, but set back by a = 1.0 m
from the roof edges in positions 1, 2, 3, 4 and
8. Positions 1, 2 and 5 were identical on all
roofs in terms of distance from the north and
east roof edges. Moreover, positions 3, 6 and 8
were identical on the 60 m x 60 m and 120 m
x 120 m sized roofs.

FIGURE 3 - Plan view of the array layout for buildings with lengths and widths of Lb = Wb =120m (a), Lb = Wb =60m (b)
and Lb = Wb =34.1m (c). Roof and parapet heights, H and Hp, were varied as given in TABLE 1. Array locations used in
the testing are numbered on all roofs. The array is depicted in position 8 on the 120m x 120m roof.

The studied building configurations are given in TABLE 1 in full-scale and model scale dimensions.
The roof-edges were either sharp-edged or consisted of perimetric parapets. Tested building heights
were in a (full-scale) range of H = 5 m to H = 12.5 m for the 1:50 model, whereas for the 1:100 model
roof heights in a range of H = 7.5 m to H = 35 m were studied. Perimetric parapets were only studied
for H = 10 m and roof dimensions of 60 m x 60 m at both, the 1:100 and 1:50 model scales.
TABLE 1 - Summary of test building configurations with dimensions given in full-scale and for model scales of 1:100 and
1:50
full scale
roof height parapet height
H [m]
Hp [m]

5
7.5
10
12.5
15
20
25
30
35
10
10

1
2

1:100 model
model scale
full scale roof dimensions [m x m]
roof height 34.1 x 34.1
60 x 60
120 x 120
H [mm]
model scale roof dimensions [mm x mm]
341 x 341
600 x 600
1200 x 1200
sharp-edged roof
50
75
X
X
100
X
X
X
125
150
X
X
X
200
X
X
250
X
X
300
350
X
roof with perimetric parapet
100
X
100
X
-

model scale
roof height
H [mm]

1:50 model
full scale roof dimensions [m x m]
34.1 x 34.1
60 x 60
120 x 120
model scale roof dimensions [mm x mm]
682x682
1200 x 1200 2400 x 2400

100
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
700

X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
-

-

200
200

-

X
X

-

The models were mounted on a turntable.
Wind tunnel testing was conducted at 15°
intervals for 13 wind directions from 0° to
180° where 0° corresponded to wind blowing
from the north, see FIGURE 3. In this way the
effects of corner vortices and reattached flow
were accounted for. FIGURE 4 shows one
model in the wind tunnel. Close-ups of the
wind tunnel models at scales of 1:100 and
1:50 are depicted in FIGURE 5.

FIGURE 4 - Wind tunnel model of one flat-roofed building
with sharp roof edges and with the solar array in roof position 2
at the 1:100 model scale. Full-scale roof dimensions are 60 m x
60 m at a roof height of H = 10 m. Upstream of the model
roughness elements, a barrier wall, Counihan-turbulence
generators and turbulence screens are visible.

The present measurements were conducted in
a partially open test section (open roof) with
blockage ratios of less than or about 5% at the
1:100 model scale. The only exceptions were
buildings with roof heights of 15 m and 20 m
and roof dimensions of 120 m x 120 m where
blockage ratios of 5.89% and 7.86%,
respectively, were present. As Hunt (1982)
[52] and Tieleman and Akins (1996) [40]
indicated that the upper bound for acceptable
blockage is about 8-10% in the case of squat
models (cubes) or prisms, this range was met
at the 1:50 model scale for the largest
buildings with heights of 10 m and 12.5 m and
roof dimensions of 60 m x 60 m. For all other
roof height and area combinations, blockage
was below 8% at the 1:50 model scale.

Using brass tubes and flexible tubes the pressure taps were connected to PSI DTC-Initium pressure
scanners. The measuring chain – pressure tap, brass tube, flexible tube, pressure scanner – is a
vibratory system. The internal diameters of the brass tubes and of the flexible tubes corresponded to
1.0 mm. To avoid artificial amplification or damping of pressure signals the method of Holmes and
Lewis (1987) [53] was applied by inserting restrictors with an internal diameter of 0.4 mm. The total
length of the tubing of different internal diameters was 200 mm. In this way a flat frequency response
was achieved up to 225 Hz. The pressure taps were scanned computer-controlled via the PSI DTCInitium system. The pressure transducers are piezo-resistive differential sensors with a full-scale
pressure range of ±1000 Pa. Each individual pressure scanner is equipped with 32 pressure ports. In
this study, the maximum number of eight pressure transducers scanning simultaneously was used. All
pressure taps were sampled simultaneously at a rate of 650 Hz. The velocity scale was calculated by
assuming a mean wind velocity of 40 m/s at a height of 10 m in an open country exposure and a mean
wind velocity in the wind tunnel measured by means of a Pitot-static tube at the respective height as
given in FIGURE 1(a). The number of sampling values per data series was set such that a 24-25
minute sampling in full-scale was achieved. Therefore, sampling times varied between approximately
124 s at the 1:50 scale and 68 s at the 1:100 scale.

FIGURE 5 - Photographs of the wind tunnel models of the generic solar ballasted roof mount system with tilt of 5° at
geometrical scales of 1:100 (on the left) and 1:50 (on the right).

Data analysis
For the calculation of peak pressure coefficients the method of Cook and Mayne which is largely
based on work by Cook (1990) [54] was adopted. The method was refined as suggested by the Dutch
wind tunnel guideline (CUR, 2005) [55] and by Peng et al. (2014) [56].
The Gumbel distribution is often used to fit the distribution of peak wind pressure coefficients
Cˆ p ( t ) = U Cp
ˆ ( t ) +1.4/ a Cp
ˆ (t )

(1)

where aĈp( t ) is the dispersion and U Ĉp( t ) is the mode determined from a series of observed peaks,

Cˆ p ( t ) is the pressure coefficient, and t is the duration in which a single peak is observed (reference
duration). Equation (1) corresponds to a 78 % probability of non-exceedance as expressed by the
reduced variate which is equal to y = 1.4. aĈp( t ) and U Ĉp( t ) are determined based upon N observed
peaks using the Lieblein BLUE formulation (Lieblein, 1974 [57]), as listed in the schematic in
FIGURE 6.

FIGURE 6 - Observed peak method (Gumbel method) with refinement by Peng et al. (2014) [56].

This method requires a total record duration of ttotal = N×t. The resultant cumulative distribution
function corresponds to the reference duration of t. For example, Cˆ p representing a 78% probability
of non-exceedance within a one minute reference duration could be estimated by dividing a 24 min
record into 24 1-minute segments, observing the largest peak in each segment, estimating the Gumbel
parameters using these peaks, and identifying the 78% probability of non-exceedance from the
Gumbel cumulative distribution function.
Subsequently, a procedure has to be applied which converts the Gumbel parameters between different
reference durations. This allows the estimation of aĈp( t ) and U Ĉp( t ) using a sufficient N within a
relatively short data record, followed by a conversion to the desired longer reference duration T. For
the two reference duration values (t, T, t ≤ T), the conversion is

aCp
ˆ (T ) = a Cp
ˆ (t )

(2)

U Cp
ˆ (T ) = U Cp
ˆ ( t ) +1/ a Cp
ˆ ( t ) × ln ( T / t )

(3)

Cˆ p (T ) is then identified by combining equations (1), (2) and (3) as follows:
Cˆ p (T ) = U Cp
ˆ ( t ) +1/ a Cp
ˆ (t ) × é
ë ln (T / t ) +1.4 ùû

(4)

As in the present study the two reference duration values, t and T, both correspond to 1 min, Cˆ p ( t )
and Cˆ (T ) are identical. All pressure coefficients refer to a velocity pressure which is averaged over
p

the full-scale sampling time of 1 min of the respective 1-minute segment. As in wind loading codes
such as ASCE 7-10 (ASCE, 2010 [58]) and EN 1991-1-4 (CEN, 2005 [59]) the design velocity
pressure corresponds to the 3-second-gust, the pressure coefficients calculated by equation (4) need to
be converted into pseudo-steady pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) . For this conversion, the Durst curve
as given in Figure C26.5-1 of the ASCE 7-10 standard was used:
C% p ( 3 s ) = Cˆ p (T ) × 0.68

(5)

Equation (5) shows that the pseudo-steady pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) , are lower by 32% compared
with the pressure coefficients Cˆ (T ) as calculated by equation (4). All net pressure coefficients
p

presented in this paper correspond to pseudo-steady pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) , and are averaged
over the tributary areas assigned to the taps on the upper and lower panel surfaces.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As can be seen from FIGURE 3, array positions 1, 2 and 5 were tested on roofs with full-scale plan
view dimensions of 34.1 m x 34.1 m, 60 m x 60 m and 120 m x 120 m. As in addition array positions
1, 2 and 5 were tested on geometrical scales of 1:50 and 1:100, the focus of the present analysis shall
be placed on results from these array positions.
First, results relevant to the refined methodology of scaling pressure coefficients with tributary area
and building size are given. Then, pressure coefficients for the 1:100 and 1:50 model scales are
compared and discussed.
Scaling of pressure coefficients with tributary area and building area
Pressure coefficients were found to be a function of both, tributary area and building area. The ratio of
both is termed normalized tributary area, An, as expressed by equation (6).
An =

1000 × At
æ max
ç
2
2
max éë b ; min ( H × W L ; 4 × H ; 4 × W S ) ùû × ç
ç
è

(

b ;H
4
c

)

g

ö
÷
÷
÷
ø

(6)

where:
At
H
WL
WS
b
c
g

= tributary area (module area x number of modules which share loads), in m2
= roof height, in m
= width of a building on its longest side, in m
= width of a building on its shortest side, in m
= constant, in m2
= constant, in m
= power law exponent

Note that equation (6) is a refinement to the SEAOC PV-2 approach [34] which suggests scaling of
roof zones with building height. However, the present approach is slightly different as the scaling with
(H/c)g is introduced into the equation for An, and fixed zone sizes are used, but it accomplishes the
same goal, which is to account for the tributary area when compared with the size of flow structures
above the roof.
FIGURE 7 shows pressure coefficients for array position 1 for the 2nd to 6th row from north and for the
1st to 4th module. FIGURE 8 and FIGURE 9 show pressure coefficients for array positions 2 and 5,
respectively, for the 7th to 11th row from north and for the 1st to 4th module. The model scale is 1:100.
It can be seen that the results for buildings with different plan view dimensions produce very similar
enveloping curves for roof heights up to 35 m. All enveloping curves include the strongest peaks from
wind directions from 0° to 180°. Primarily, for modules tilted to the south and arrays situated in the
north half of the building, the strongest peaks are expected to originate from north corner vortices. The
arrays located in positions 2 and 5 on the building with plan view dimensions of 34.1 m x 34.1 m may
also be expected to be subjected to strong south corner vortices. However, the data sets in FIGURE 7,
FIGURE 8 and FIGURE 9 show no evidence that these south corner vortices produce higher pressure
coefficients than north corner vortices as captured by enveloping curves for plan view dimensions of
60 m x 60 m and 120 m x 120 m.

For buildings wider or longer than 4H no further increase of pressure coefficients was found.
However, normalization of tributary area works better if an additional dependence on normalized
building height scaled by a power law exponent, (H/c)g, is introduced. The power law exponent
accounts for changes in array position on the roof and pressure equalization. In the present testing, a
range of g-values from -2.0 to 0 was observed. The validity of equation (6) can be confirmed from the
enveloping curves in FIGURE 7 through FIGURE 9 which almost fall for different building plan view
dimensions and roof heights onto a single curve.
The effects of array position on the roof are also evident from FIGURE 7 to FIGURE 9. Note that the
pressure coefficients cannot be compared directly as values for the power law exponent, g, vary with
array position. However, there is a general trend for pressure coefficients to drop from array position 1
to array position 2 and from array position 2 to array position 5. This trend is most significant at small
An-values. Pressure coefficients vary also within an array from edge modules to interior modules and
from north to south rows due to sheltering effects and array-generated turbulence. However, these
results are not presented herein in detail, and the effects of row or panel position within the array
cannot always be discerned from the effects of array position on the roof.

FIGURE 7 - Pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) , vs. normalized tributary area, An, for array position 1; 2nd to 6th row from
north, 1st to 4th module; scale 1:100.

FIGURE 8 - Pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) , vs. normalized tributary area, An, for array position 2; 7th to 11th row from
north, 1st to 4th module; scale 1:100.

FIGURE 9 - Pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) , vs. normalized tributary area, An, for array position 5; 7th to 11th row from
north, 1st to 4th module; scale 1:100.

Comparison of pressure coefficients at scales of 1:50 and 1:100
FIGURE 10, FIGURE 11 and FIGURE 12 show pressure coefficients plotted over An for those
configurations only which were tested at both geometrical scales, 1:50 and 1:100. Values for the
power law exponent, g, were deduced from 1:100 data. To enable full comparison of both data sets,
enveloping curves for 1:50 data were plotted based on normalized tributary area, An, as deduced from
1:100 data.
It is obvious that 1:50 testing leads to more conservative enveloping curves. Depending on array
position and normalized tributary area, An, peak negative pressure coefficients at 1:50 are on average
higher by 10% to 20% compared with the 1:100 scale. From additional testing at the 1:100 scale, it
was confirmed that the numerous tubes protruding above the models, see FIGURE 5, interfered with
the flow over the panels. The error associated with the tubing was quantified to be on average 10% at
the 1:100 scale, but was not evaluated at the 1:50 scale. At the 1:50 scale, the tubes were also present,
but smaller relative to the model. Therefore, the real difference between enveloping curves for 1:100
and 1:50 scales may be smaller than the differences depicted in FIGURE 10 through FIGURE 12. The
remaining offset between enveloping curves at both scales may be partly attributed to the additional
high-frequency turbulence at the 1:50 scale. However, the approach flow profile may be less
important than the effects of the corner vortices which are known to cause the peak net pressure
coefficients at any scale. In addition, the 0.68 conversion factor from equation (5) applies, strictly
speaking, only to a model scale which is adjusted to the scale of the boundary layer simulation. This
was more or less the case at the 1:100 geometrical scale where the mismatch with the scale of the
modeled atmospheric boundary layer was within a factor of 2. At the 1:50 scale, the scale mismatch
corresponded rather to a factor of 4 suggesting that the 0.68 conversion factor may not be conservative
[45]. In conclusion, at the 1:50 scale, the added high-frequency turbulence seems to outweigh the
likely overprediction of the 0.68 reduction factor from equation (5).

FIGURE 10 - Pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) , vs. normalized tributary area, An, for array position 1; 2nd to 6th row from
north, 1st to 4th module; both scales.

FIGURE 11 - Pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) , vs. normalized tributary area, An, for array position 2; 7th to 11th row from
north, 1st to 4th module; both scales.

FIGURE 12 - Pressure coefficients, C% p ( 3s ) , vs. normalized tributary area, An, for array position 5; 7th to 11th row from
north, 1st to 4th module; both scales.

CONCLUSIONS
Zoning of roof pressures in codes and standards depends usually on building dimensions. This is to
account for the size of flow patterns such as reattachment lengths and extent of corner vortices into the
roof interior. However, the method presented for plotting pressure coefficients over normalized
tributary area using fixed zone sizes works well for the range of building sizes tested in the present
study and is also likely to be applicable to some extent to building sizes beyond the tested range.
Besides building size, the array location on the roof has the strongest effect on the magnitude of
pressure coefficients corresponding to peak uplift on low-tilted solar panels deployed on flat roofs. It
was also found that that the effects of row or panel position within the array are significant with regard
to the magnitude of peak negative pressure coefficients.
The 1:50 geometrical scale used in a modeled atmospheric boundary layer at a scale of 1:200 along
with equation (5) is appropriate for studying peak pressure coefficients on pressure-equalizing roof
mounted systems. 1:50 testing leads to more conservative enveloping curves compared with 1:100
testing. This is due to the fact that the additional high-frequency turbulence which is not present at the
smaller 1:100 scale compensates for the error associated with the use of the 0.68 conversion factor.
However, this conclusion is not true anymore for even larger geometrical scales, i.e. in the range of
1:10 to 1:30, which are frequently used in wind tunnel studies on solar structures. If such scales are
used in a boundary layer wind tunnel which was designed for conventional scales in the range of
1:200 to 1:400, the use of a gust factor from a building code or from the Durst curve is unconservative and will lead to an underestimation of the real loads which increases with increasing
magnitude of the conversion factor.
The use of 1-min as reference duration takes into account that studies on solar structures are generally
conducted at large geometrical scales where energy at low frequencies is missing and is expected to be
applicable if the scale mismatch does not exceed a factor of approximately 4. Thus modifications to
standard analysis methods developed for conventional scales of boundary layer simulation are
necessary and were achieved by the present approach.
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